Abstract. Abnormal event detection based on trajectory has been extensively investigated in recent years; however, problems remain when processing an incomplete trajectory that usually has abnormality in some parts of the whole trajectory and the rest are normal. In this paper, we propose a locality-constrained multi-instance learning framework for abnormal trajectory detection. We explore local adaptability for robust trajectory classification, and partition each trajectory into tracklets by control points of cubic B-spline curves. Then, the tracklets are modeled by Hierarchical Dirichlet Process-Hidden Markov Model (HDP-HMM). Finally, the whole trajectory is considered within the multi-instance learning framework as bags, when abnormal ones are positive bags consist of tracklets, normal trajectories are negative bags with tracklets. With experimental results on the CAVIAR dataset, it shows that the proposed method achieves better performance than several recent approaches.
Introduction
Visual trajectory classification has a significant role in computer vision [1, 2] , because trajectories carry rich semantic information that is valuable for identifying crowdedness [3] , behaviors [1] , activities and events [4] of video scenes. The other is that recent advance about visual object tracking makes it possible to obtain long trajectories and reliable trajectory feature representations. That is why abnormal trajectory detection has attracted a lot of research attentions for years.
Literatures about trajectory classification mainly involve trajectory representation and trajectory modeling. Trajectory representation could be realized using methods including polynomial based curve fitting, Haar wavelet transform, minimum error-based polygonal approximation, B-spline curves, and Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) coefficients [5, 6, 7] . In [6] , trajectories are represented according to the spatiotemporal movements of objects using function approximation algorithms of least square polynomial, Cheybyshev polynomial and DFT. In [7] , Haar wavelet coefficients and Least-squares Cubic Spline Curves Approximation (LCSCA) are adopted as parametric vectors to represent a trajectory. Compared with point-based trajectory presentation, parameterized trajectory representations substantially compress the trajectories, and are therefore more effective for similarity measure and clustering. In [7] , it is demonstrated that trajectory representation with LCSCA outperforms other parameterized representations, as the least-square fitting procedure holds better fidelity to trajectories and insensibility to the variation of trajectory length.
In recent works, on aligned trajectory sequences, unsupervised or supervised learning methods are wildly used for abnormal trajectory detection. Trajectory clustering assigns similar trajectories to the same cluster using methods such as Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [8] , hierarchical fuzzy K-means [9] , while trajectory modeling constructs a parametric or nonparametric model to represent and index trajectories, i.e. Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) [10] , hierarchical Bayesian Model [11] , and hierarchical Hidden Markov Model [12] . Existing trajectory clustering and modeling methods solve a variety of problems in trajectory analysis, however, they still have the limitation to model trajectories incrementally. Therefore, when new trajectories reach, the model has to be retrained based on the previous and the new trajectories that would lead to the high computational complexity.
Recently, Wu [13] simultaneously trains a representation and detectors for categories with either weak or strong labels present. Further, multiple-instance learning approach is frequently used to train the detector and infer the object location in positive samples of some supervised approaches [14] . Inspired by the attraction and challenge of supervised multi-instance learning, it is introduced into abnormal trajectory detection. The discriminative trajectories frequently occur in the positive samples but rarely in the negative ones. However, the global learning strategy is challenged when there are noises or local variations in whole trajectories.
In this paper, we propose a locality-constrained multi-instance learning framework for abnormal trajectory detection. Comparing with traditional detection methods, the contribution of our paper is achieving good performance when processing incomplete trajectories. We use local adaptability for robust trajectory classification, and partition each trajectory into tracklets by control points of cubic B-spline curves [15] . Then, we model the tracklets by Hierarchical Dirichlet Process-Hidden Markov Model (HDP-HMM) [16] . Finally, we combine multiple-instance learning and trajectory partition as positive trajectory sample mining strategy and optimize model iteratively. The whole trajectory is considered within the multi-instance learning framework as bags, when abnormal ones are positive bags consist of tracklets, normal trajectories are negative bags with their tracklets. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed approach achieves comparable performance with existing supervised approaches.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, the framework is introduced in detail. In section III, we describe the locality-constrained trajectory partition, HDP-HMM, and multi-instance learning. Experimental results are presented in section IV and we conclude the paper in section V.
Locality-constrained Multi-Instance Learning Framework
In this section, we first present the locality-constrained multi-instance learning framework for abnormal trajectory detection in surveillance video, as in Fig. 1 . The framework includes three stages: trajectory representation and partition, modeling and training, multi-instance learning.
Given a video scenario, firstly we do trajectory representation and partition. The objective of trajectory partition is to divide a long trajectory into tracklets based on the LCSCA feature vectors [15] . Accordingly, a long feature vector is divided into a set of short independent sub-vectors, each of which will be better represented by a model. Then, the HDP-HMM model is incorporated to train the detection model for each segment of tracklets, without the limits of numbers of states in HMM. Finally, we apply KL divergence [17] to measure the distance between each two trakclets, and apply Hausdorff [9] to measure the distance between two trajectories. In the trajectory detection stage, Citation-KNN [18] is used to learn the trajectory with many instances. 1 . Illustration of the locality-constrained multi-instance learning framework.
Methodology
In the following, we firstly describe three parts of approaches as LCSCA-based trajectory representation and partition, HDP-HMM-based modeling and training, multi-instance learning with Citation-KNN, to explain how to partition, model and learn the patterns of trajectories.
Trajectory Representation and Partition.
Sillito and Fisher [7] proposed the LCSCA-based trajectory feature representation method, which is achieved by approximating each spatial-temporal trajectory with a uniform cubic B-spline curve parameterized by time. They showed that the LCSCA control point-based distance between trajectories with variable length is more robust than the original point-based distance. Consequently, we use the control points of cubic B-spline curves to extract a fixed-length parametric vector as trajectory representation.
Given a trajectory 1 1
, where n is the length of trajectory and ( , ) 
Then, the objective of trajectory partition is to divide a long trajectory into tracklets. The trajectory partition is based on the fact that trajectories of the same category should often have similar shapes and share control points on the cubic B-spline curves. We partition the trajectories into local tracklets (local shapes) based on the control points and then align the tracklets via the DTW algorithm [9] . After the trajectory partition, a trajectory T is represented as
Where i t is the feature vector of the i-th tracklet based on trajectory partition and DTW alignment. We will model a trajectory with some tracklets of local similarity, called locality-constrained representation and partition.
Trajectory Modeling and Training.
With the the proposed LCSCA-based trajectory representation and partition, we further propose a discriminate model with HDP-HMM training procedure.
Considering the complexity of the movement patterns of objects in surveillance video, it is hard to get the prior knowledge for the model. When there is a difference between the numbers of assigned states and actual states in HMM, we involve HDP-HMM approach which can assign the original prior arguments with random values. Then, we update the state numbers and arguments in HMM instead of remaining the same state numbers. The key procedure is how to construct the HDP-HMM [19] for each tracklet in Fig. 2 . The left part of the drawing is HDP, and the right is HMM. k  is sampled from the Dirichlet process to describe the distribution of the k-th state transition matrix. k  is sampled from the prior distribution, it illustrates the observation distribution from the k-th state. t z is the state of HMM, and t y is the observation of HMM. Moreover, the Beam sampling [19] method is chosen to slice sample with dynamic programming quickly. 
Trajectory Learning.
The existing approaches get the sample's label from the k nearest neighbors, so they usually will fail when the k nearest neighbors have different labels. To solve this problem, we use an algorithm named Citation-KNN [19] . This method is calculated not only by the nearest neighbors, but also by those trajectories that keep the new trajectory as their neighbor, described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Citation-KNN Trajectory Learning
Input: X is the training set, Y is the testing set, k is the number of nearest neighbors. Output: the label of detection for testing set 1. Compute the distances among tracklets with KL divergence, 2. Calculate the distances among trajectories with Hausdorff, 3. Sort all distances between training and testing sets by step 1 and step 2 on each trajectory, 4. Select k nearest neighbors from the testing set, 5. Count the labels of all nearest neighbors, 6. Recognize the testing trajectory as abnormal if the number of abnormal labels is more than normal ones.
Because the tracklets are described as a HMM instead of a feature vector, the traditional Euclidean distance is not suitable to measure the segments of trajectories. In the above-mentioned Citation-KNN method, we use Hausdorff distance to measure the difference among tracklets, and apply KL divergence to measure the similarity among trajectory model.
Experiments
We evaluate our approach on a public trajectory dataset: the CAVIAR ("INRIA") dataset [20] .The CAVIAR dataset contains a series of trajectories in an entrance lobby. There are 11 entry-exit routes appearing in the dataset. Considering the traversal orientations, we have 22 categories of normal trajectories for dictionary construction. Each category has 100 simulated trajectories. In addition, lots of trajectories are of noises and local variations. There are 21 normal trajectories in the CAVIAR dataset for testing. These trajectories correspond to people walking directly from one exit to another. The Fig.3 illustrates the normal and abnormal trajectory examples. Fig.3 . Normal (left, blue) and abnormal (right, yellow) trajectory examples In experiments, we follow [15] to use seven control points (p=7) for trajectory partition. Anomalous Correction Accuracy (ACC) is used to measure the proportion of corrected classified normal and abnormal trajectories, and recall value is calculated to measure the proportion of corrected labeled abnormal in testing samples. The recall value is very important in the field of abnormal event detection, for recognizing a normal trajectory as abnormal one is more serious than recognizing an abnormal one as normal.
There are some experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in comparison with three groups of approaches: LCSCA + HDP-HMM + Multi-instance, LCSCA + HMM + Multi-instance, Whole Trajectory + HDP-HMM + Multi-instance. In Table I , the results of abnormal detection are very impressive. On the CAVIAR dataset, the proposed LCSCA + HDP-HMM + Multi-instance approach has a very high performance (ACC=87.33%, Recall=100%) when using all training samples of trajectory. It also gets good performance (ACC=79.30%) on the whole trajectories with noises and local variations. Compared with the HMM approach, the proposed approach has significant performance improvement. HMM has fixed number of states, beyond expressing the true distribution in practical application. That is why the second approach has lower accuracy. The third approach based on the whole trajectory which has noises and abnormality in some parts, ignoring the abnormal on some local tracklets, so this method has lowest accuracy and recall rate. However, the first LCSCA + HDP-HMM + Multi-instance method exactly solves these problems, so has highest values of accuracy and recall. 
Summary
In this paper, we propose a locality-constrained multi-instance learning strategy for abnormal trajectory detection in surveillance video scenes. The novel techniques introduced in this paper include trajectory representation and partition, trajectory modeling and training, trajectory learning. The proposed approach utilizes locality to represent and partition trajectories into independent tracklets, then a robust discriminative HDP-HMM is trained on tracklets. Finally, in the multi-instance learning framework, whether a testing trajectory is abnormal or not is determined by the classification from some bags. It means that the whole trajectory is considered as bags, when abnormal ones are positive bags consist of tracklets, normal trajectories are negative bags with tracklets. Thanks to the flexibility of the LCSCA representation and partition and the employed Citation-KNN method, our approach reports an efficient and robust detection. Experimental results on the CAVIAR dataset show the good performance of the proposed approach. The comparison to the recent approaches is also provided, which indicates that the approach improves the state of the art. Our method can also apply to other applications, such as event or action recognition.
